
1 Introduction to Case Study
Context

The extent to which a country’s citizens are able to
access appropriate housing has important financial,
economic, and social ramifications. Especially for the
poor, housing is an important tool in the realisation of
sustainable livelihoods1.  Nevertheless, there exist many
challenges which hinder access to housing.

A primary challenge arises in the realm of housing
finance, with the majority of households in Africa unable
to afford a mortgage. Despite this, there exists a large
population with some level of affordability to participate
in their housing process, yet lack the appropriate
financial tools that respond to their financial realities. 

This situation is captured by the affordability table below, which represents annual incomes for rural and urban
households in Africa. For time being, until house prices decrease, households will likely have to afford a minimum of
US$ 14 000 an annum to afford a mortgage2. The remaining 94.4 percent of households would be able to invest in
housing incrementally if supported by well-designed products and services (for example, housing microfinance
underpinned with construction technical assistance). The lowest income households will likely to require some form of
state affordability support, though this segment could potentially still benefit from complementary private sector
offerings3.  Thus, the broader African housing financing market is largely untapped; there remains a critical need for a
diverse housing finance sector to respond to the diversity of demand and affordability. Housing microfinance will play
a crucial part of meeting these needs.
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Across Africa, practitioners are grappling with the challenge of creating an enabled housing finance environment. While
these challenges may seem insurmountable, there is a growing track record of novel solutions and initiatives, pioneered
by policy makers, financiers, developers and households themselves, suggesting that there are new opportunities for
making the housing finance sector work for the poor in Africa.  This case study is part of a broader series that CAHF has
commissioned in order to support professional development and inform a broader research and dialogue process. The
case studies vary, addressing themes as diverse as housing microfinance, mortgage liquidity facilities, cement block-
banking, home loan guarantees for the informally employed, and infrastructure financing, highlighting experiences from
countries across the continent. We hope this series contributes to more precise and successful endeavours that realise
the opportunities in this market. 

1 Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa. (2015).
2 Mortgage terms vary country to country. See the Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa to see the latest statistics on mortgage terms across the

continent: http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/calculating-mortgage-and-housing-affordability-in-africa/
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3 Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa. (2014). 
4 HOFINET. Housing Microfinance. 
5 Ferguson, B., & Smets, P. (2010, p.288-298.)
6 Kihato, M. (2013)
7 Ferguson, B., & Smets, P. (2010, p.288-298.)
8 Prahalad. (2015).
9 It should be noted that, in the context of this case study, the term “housing loan” will generally refer to building material loans and not mortgage loans
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Housing microfinance is primarily the provision of unsecured microcredit, but may include other related financial services (such as
access to savings and remittances), to meet low-income households’ housing needs4.  Housing microfinance typically adjusts to
the financial capacities and cash flow of the borrowers, and adapts to the methodology of phased and incremental build5.  Using
microfinance, low-income earners are able to take out loans they can afford and build their housing “step-by-step, loan-by-loan”6.
According to Ferguson & Smets, such finance can “greatly increase the speed and lower the cost of the incremental housing
process” that is used by a large proportion of low and moderate income houses in most developing countries7. Microfinance is
increasingly being used to innovatively introduce integration along the housing finance value chain, in a manner which increases
access to affordable building materials. 

This trend is being observed internationally. For example, research illuminates how CEMEX, a global cement manufacturer based
in Mexico, introduced a microfinance programme in 1998, once it realised that demand by the informal sector for its cement was
more resilient than that of the formal sector. CEMEX’s research showed that the factor limiting demand, for its products, was
access to finance. CEMEX established Patrimonio Hoy that increased demand by providing for a combination of savings and credit
designed to increase access to finance in the informal, lower-end of the market. The programme initially created savings groups
that allowed for family, or community, members to save funds through CEMEX and receive building supplies in advance – essentially
credit – according to a set plan. According to Prahalad8, Patrimonio Hoy allows households to construct a room in one and a half
years, instead of four. Based on the success of Patrimonio Hoy, CEMEX launched Construmex, providing a service that allowed
Mexicans living in America to remit money directly to cement distributers in Mexico. The cement distributers, in turn, delivered
cement and other building materials to the individual’s household in Mexico. 

In Southern Africa, where the majority of housing is constructed incrementally due to income and capacity constraints, certain
countries are beginning to see the emergence of similar innovative solutions to housing finance challenges. A number of building
material retailers, in partnership with microfinance lenders, are targeting the incremental, home improvement market by offering
materials together with construction advice and microfinance assistance9.  Such practices, which have the potential to greatly
support access-to-housing initiatives, are the focus of this case study.
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Objectives

When it comes to the integration of microfinance lenders with building material retailers in Southern Africa, there exists little data
on the scope of this practice and close to no analysis of how the practice works. In order to increase access to similar solutions
across the SADC region, knowledge and data constraints need to be addressed. This case study therefore seeks to provide insight
and clarity with respect to the integration of housing microfinance lenders and building material retailers in Southern Africa, as
well as with respect to the role of remittances in the context of this practice. 

The objective of the case study is to provide insights into the following inter-related research questions:

1. What are the business models employed by the retailer and lender in the context of the provision of housing microfinance
in building material retailer stores?

2. How extensively is this practice being implemented throughout the SADC region and what is the potential for further
expansion?

3. In what ways do beneficiaries use the provision of microfinance in building material retailers to support the incremental
building process?

4. What developmental outcomes are achieved in the context of this practice and how could these outcomes be further
promoted? 

Why Build It?

Initial desktop research was undertaken in order to identify an appropriate retailer which could be used as the subject of the case
study10. Ultimately, the building material retailer Build It was selected as a result of the scale, scope, success, and focus of its
operations. In other words, Build It was identified as a potentially strong case study due to the fact that it:

n Is a large retailer which has stores in South Africa, Lesotho, Namibia, Swaziland and Mozambique; 
n Has relationships with multiple lenders and supports the provision of a diverse range of microfinance services across the

construction value chain; 
n Has facilitated the provision of microfinance within its stores in a successful and sustainable manner; and
n Focuses on supporting the incremental housing process, in particular on the building of the basic urban house, the

‘township’ house, and rural housing.

What follows is a narrative of the story of Build It and its journey into the realm of incremental housing and micro-lending11.  

10 See exhibit 1  for a (non-exhaustive) list of large building material retailers operating in SADC countries in association with various microlenders 
11 See exhibit 2  for further information on Build It and its organisational structure
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12 Build it is a voluntary trading group of independent retailers specialising in building materials and related hardware. The organisation currently has a membership of in excess of
275 stores in the Southern African region and employs approximately 8250 people.

13 The LSM is a demographic segmentation tool, which uses indicators such as wealth, access and geography to yield a composite measure of social class. The LSM divides the
population into 10 groups, with LSM 1 indicating the lowest social class, and LSM 10 indicating the highest social class. The average household income per month for LSM 3 is
ZAR 2 258 (US$ 152), while the average household income per month for LSM 8 is ZAR 14 882 (US$ 1 004).

14 The formal finance market only supplies credit in the context of collateral availability. Rural households (who generally lack title deeds) and poorer households (such as those which
fall into the LSM 3 to 6 classification) thus lack access to such markets.  

15 Interview with Rob Lister, Build It’s Divisional Marketing Director, 2015
16 Interview with Rob Lister, Build It’s Divisional Marketing Director, 2015
17 Gardner, D (2008)

2 Overview
In November 2000, Rob Lister, the former Marketing Director of Cash Build, joined the voluntary trading group Build It12 as its new
Divisional Marketing Director. Lister wanted to minimise risk for the Build It merchants by curtailing direct credit sales by Build It
stores. The trick was to find a way of doing so without dampening demand for Build It’s products. This was especially challenging
given Build It’s target market. The fact that 85 percent of Build It’s customers were in rural areas and predominantly fell into LSM
groups 3 to 813 meant that Build It’s customers would largely not be able to substitute direct in-store credit with savings, credit
cards, secured loans, or overdraft facilities accessed from the formal finance market14.  Consequently, in the face of diminishing
availability of in-store credit, a large proportion of Build It’s customers would likely find themselves being forced to delay or down-
scale their incremental building plans. Lister realised that, in order to achieve his goal of minimising risk for the Build It franchise,
while simultaneously strengthening demand for Build It products, he needed to find a means of providing his customers with access
to alternative, unsecured credit, which placed the risk with an institution external to Build It. 

Lister was presented with just such an opportunity when he was approached by John Aitken of Consumer Credit in late 2000.
Aitken suggested that Lister’s aim of removing credit risk from the Build It franchise could be achieved by introducing Consumer
Credit, a microlender, into the Build It stores. It was proposed that Consumer Credit be the entity to supply loans for the purchase
of building materials to Build It customers. Under such an arrangement, representatives from Consumer Credit would be stationed
in the Build It stores and would offer unsecured loans, at relatively high interest rates, to Build It’s customers. If a customer was to
be approved for a loan, cash would be transferred directly from Consumer Credit to Build It, and would be used to fund the
customer’s incremental housing process. The customer would then be required to pay back their loan to Consumer Credit over a
given period of time. 

In 2001, the association between Build It and Consumer Credit was formalised, and about ZAR 5 million (US$ 337 500) in
microfinance was approved during that year. When Consumer Credit was bought out by Nedbank in 2003 the relationship continued,
and Nedbank introduced desks into the Build It stores. That same year, John Aitken established Lendcor, which targeted pensioners
and smaller loans, and which became Build It’s second associated microlender. By this point, ZAR 12 million (US$ 810 000) in
loans was being approved per month by the microlenders in the Build It stores. 

In 2005 and 2006, a number of other microlenders began entering the market, including Real People Housing Finance, which was
established in East London. Real People found itself attracted to Build It’s institutional structure and approached Build It with the
proposition to partner. Lister, however, was concerned about Real People and nervous to link up with additional microlenders.

“I kept all of the other microlenders at bay, and although our retailers started engaging with them in their individual
capacity, this was not motivated by us from the corporate level. I was very conscious of the fact that microlenders
tended to be unscrupulous and were ripping off the poor with high interest rates, and this is not what we wanted
as a brand. I wanted to be with a reputable bank, which was Nedbank, and I worked very closely with them for
many years to grow the business. We also allowed in Lendcor because their MD, John Aitken, is a very responsible
CA and a very good guy15.” 

Build It thus continued to work primarily with Nedbank and Lendcor. They succeeded in reducing the lenders’ risk (to the benefit
of the consumer) by introducing the microfinancing services into their stores effectively, efficiently and with training, ensuring that
the practice was “well-managed and well disciplined16”.  

The introduction of the National Credit Act in 2007, capped interest rates at around 30 percent per annum and helped to clean up
the financial sector. Indeed, the more robust regulatory framework ‘led to the emergence of fewer, more focused and financially
robust financial institutions’ offering housing microfinance in a sustainable manner17.  With the market having being purged of
many unscrupulous lenders, Lister was more willing to allow Build It to enter into formal agreements with some of the surviving
microlenders. Build It was still being aggressively pursued by Real People, and so the Build It board decided to have a meeting in
which they reviewed Real People’s financials, analysed their business plan and spoke with their directors. Finally, Build It agreed
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18 Interview with Rob Lister, Build It’s Divisional Marketing Director,  2015
19 Interview with Rob Lister, Build It’s Divisional Marketing Director,  2015

“This opened up a whole new avenue to credit, which had Nedbank and Real People competing against each
other. This helped to reduce interest rates. Consumers now had choice in a store and this helped them in terms
of getting a better deal18.”

Today, Build It operates in association with Nedbank, Lendcor, Real People, and RCS (which was brought on board in order to
strengthen Build It’s operations in the Western Cape).  Certain individual Build It stores also have relationships with additional
microlenders, such as Thuthukani Housing Finance and Norufin Housing. As of 2015, micro-loans through Build It stores in South
Africa alone were valued in the region of ZAR 40 million (US $2.7 million) a month. 

“It’s been nothing short of being very successful for us. It’s grown our business by about ZAR 500 million (US$
33.75 million) per annum, and it’s at zero risk to the retailer. Also, don’t forget that the money from the loans are
used for building materials; they’re not being used to buy booze or food. It’s money utilised to build a decent home,
which increases the standard of living for our citizens who previously were unable to access the money to do so19.”



3 Key Findings
Business Model

While the Build It franchise20 has a head office that acts as a parenting body, each individual Build It store is essentially its own
autonomous entity—Build It stores have no obligation to provide microfinancing services through specific microlenders.
Nevertheless, the Build It franchise has four preferred financial suppliers (i.e. Nedbank, Real People, Lendcor and RCS), and most
Build It stores do tend to have agreements with at least one of these lenders. 

Financial Products 

There are broadly four different types of credit products offered by the various microlenders within the Build It stores:

n The first type of product, which is offered by most microlenders, is a straight loan. In this case, a customer will typically
receive a quote from a Build It salesman for the materials that they require and then apply for a loan for that amount. The
microlender will then transfer that amount (if the customer qualifies for it) to the Build It store, and the customer will be
able to take materials valued up to that amount, as required, from the store. Under this product, the customer’s account
is debited (via a debit order) on a monthly basis, from the point at which the application is approved until the point at which
the loan is paid off, for the amount of their fixed monthly instalments. 

n A second product, provided solely by Real People, gives the customer a certain amount of time (e.g. six months) to take
materials from Build It valued up to the maximum amount of money for which he / she qualifies. With this product
(sometimes referred to as a flexi-loan), the customer doesn’t pay instalments based on the full amount of credit for which
he / she qualifies - rather interest is paid based on how much the customer has drawn out to date (as well as the payback
period)21. 

n The third product, which is also offered by most microlenders, allows for a small portion of the loan which the customer
qualifies for to be paid to the customer in cash, and the rest to be paid directly to the Build It store, as for the above two
products. The intention is for the cash to be used to pay for the labour needed during the construction process. Although
the Build It stores prefer credit products that ensure that all of the money is spent on their goods, they will allow for this
type of product to be offered to customers who would otherwise be unable to go ahead with the building project at all. 

n The final product offered within some Build It stores allows for the loan to be accessed using a card. The card, which is
currently offered by Nedbank, is known as a strip loan, and operates on a reducing limit. Using the card, the customer can
draw cash and pay all of the different parties involved in the construction process. A similar product is offered, at a much
smaller scale, by RCS. Since RCS is part of Foschini, card holders can use the card to buy clothing as well as building
materials. These products are less popular with the Build It stores due to the fact that they don’t necessarily channel
business into the stores. 

With respect to the first two products, the full amount of money is not paid to the consumer but rather to the store. The obligation
is then on the store to effectively and efficiently deliver the goods. Loans amounts range between ZAR 1 000 (US$ 67) and ZAR
150 000 (US$ 10 000)22, and repayment periods range between six month and five years. 

All microlenders require applicants to present a South African ID, their latest payslip, and the last three months of bank statements.
Nedbank additionally requires applicants to present proof of residence. While Nedbank and Lendcor further require all applicants
to have full-time employment, Real People will consider applicants who are self-employed. Lendcor also considers certain categories
of pensioners (for example, government pensioners), and requires them to present an ID, pension slip and a copy of their pension
card. 

Microlenders’ Management of Operations

Although the microlenders largely offer similar credit-related products, differences arise in the manner in which their operations
are managed. For example, while most of the microlenders allow the Build It stores to source and pay the people who are responsible
for processing the in-store credit applications (often referred to as medios, agents, credit providers, credit consultants or credit
champs), Nedbank predominantly opts to source and pay these employees themselves. Similarly, in many stores Nedbank prefers
to bring in its own equipment on which it processes the credit applications. 

Microlenders such as Real People, who operate according to the former model, argue that they lack the resources and capacity to
manage thousands of employees doing applications all over the country, and are therefore happy for the Build It stores to hire
people to carry out this function. The Build It stores themselves also tend to prefer the model whereby the store pays the credit
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20 Franchising is the practice of the right to use a firm's business model and brand for a prescribed period of time. For the franchisor, the franchise is an alternative to building "chain
stores" to distribute goods that avoids the investments and liability of a chain.

21 This product is in essence a facility. 
22 All currency conversions assume a R15 to 1US$ exchange rate. 
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champs salary, as under this arrangement they are able to manage these employees to a greater extent. On the other hand,
microlenders who hire their own representatives, or “business development officers”, choose so as it provides them with the
opportunity to promote their brand over the other microlenders’ brands. This latter model is implemented to a greater extent in the
bigger, busier stores where there is the potential to write more loans.

The other aspect of operations which differentiates the various microlenders, is the turn-around time that it takes them to process
loan applications. This, in turn, is largely determined by the technology being used in the microlenders back offices. According to
Mark Alberts, the National Key Accounts Manager of Real People;

“The application processes are where you win or lose the customers—this is highly driven by technology. You’ve
got a short while to engage with the client while he’s shopping, so the processes and the back office is critical.
There shouldn’t be too much of a time delay otherwise you get buyer’s remorse and competitive shopping, which
is also not good for the store. If the loan application process takes too long, the customer might go to a different
store where he may get a better offer. The IT delivery platforms are essential23.”  

Profitability 

The microlenders pay the Build It stores “a substantial commission” (typically a fixed fee that varies from store to store) to have
credit desks operating within the stores24.  However, this commission is not generally perceived as a way for the Build It stores to
make money out of the practice. Rather, it is viewed as covering the costs incurred by stores, which result from the credit champs
use of the stores’ telephones, computers, paper, and printers. Additionally, depending on the nature of the arrangement between
the store and the microlender, this fee may go towards the salary of the credit champ.

The more significant way in which Build It benefits from having the microlenders services offered in its stores is the resulting
increased demand for Build It’s goods. Indeed, the availability of microfinancing services at Build It’s stores plays a significant role
in Build It’s marketing strategy.

“Microfinancing does increase sales and add a significant amount of turn-over to the Build It stores that are doing
it correctly and marketing it correctly. The basket size of goods being purchased tends to increase, e.g. someone
who without a loan could only spend ZAR 1 000 (US$ 67) can now buy ZAR 6 000 (US$ 400) worth of products25.”  

On the other hand, the microlenders make their profits from the interest that they charge on the loans that they supply. These
interest rates are significantly higher than the interest rates charged on secured loans, due to the fact that the microlenders are
operating in a high-risk context. Nevertheless, all of the microlenders comply with the National Credit Act, which currently caps
interest rates at around 30 percent per annum. 

A significant proportion of the microlenders operating in the Build It stores receive some or all of their funds from the Rural Housing
Loan Fund26.  These microlenders, which include Norufin Housing, Thuthukani Housing Finance, Lendcor, and Real People, are
incentivised by the Rural Housing Loan Fund to charge interest rates significantly below the maximum legal rate of around 30
percent27.  Jabulani Fakazi, the CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, explains:

“The cost at which our beneficiaries receive money from us is linked to the magnitude of the interest rates that
they charge the end user. So if they provide the loans at a discounted rate, we provide the money to them at a
discount. For example, someone who charges 21 percent interest can access the loan from us at 7.25 percent
interest (i.e. prime minus 1).Thankfully, our intermediaries have responded to this framework. Some of our
intermediaries only charge 21 percent interest, which is 10 percent less than that which they are legally allowed
to charge. This makes the finance more affordable for the end-user28.” 

There is general consensus from the microlenders that this model has been very profitable for them29.  

23 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager, 2015
24 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager,2015
25 Interview with Chris Quayle, Build It’s National Advertising and Promotions Manager, 2015
26 The RHLF is a government entity, which has a mandate to facilitate finance that supports the incremental housing process in rural areas in South Africa for low-income houses.
27 See Exhibit 6 for further insight into the Rural Housing Loan Fund, its pricing policy, and the average interest rates charged by its intemediaries
28 Interview with Jabulani Fakazi, CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, 2015
29 It is difficult to verify this claim of profitability due to the fact that most of the lenders’ financial statements are presented at a highly aggregated level. In other words the financial

statements do not specify the profitability (or any other specifics) of the lenders’ housing microfinance operations (i.e. those activities conducted in conjunction with building
material retailers).  
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Additional Services Offered 

An integral feature of the Build It / microlender model is the additional services offered by both the retailer and the lender, which
support the incremental housing process. 

The Build It stores are encouraged by the Build It head office to provide as much additional support as possible to their customers.
For example, all of the stores are advised to have full time experts in each of the departments (for example, a plumber in the
plumbing department) who can give advice to customers who want to undertake the construction process themselves. Each store
has a list of approved contractors that they will recommend, while the Build It head office produces a series of leaflets that provide
advice regarding specific types of construction projects. These leaflets are called Build It’s ‘Handy Hints’, and are available to
customers in all of the Build It stores. 

These additional services offered by the Build It stores are central to Build It’s marketing strategy:

“We are in the business of selling commodities such as cement, corrugated iron, timber, etc. and there is no
branding on that. So the only thing we can differentiate ourselves on is our service and the way we offer these
products. We try to secure loyalty by making home building simple i.e. by providing all of the products under one
roof, together with finance and advice. Our selling point is that we provide the full solution for people to improve
their homes30.” 

While the microlenders do not provide additional technical-related services, many of them do provide additional financial advice
regarding the cost of projects and the use of funds. For example, Thuthukani Housing Finance developed a budget booklet, in
conjunction with Planet Finance (now Positive Planet), which helps customers understand how a budget works31.  Such booklets
are generally distributed to a greater extent in the Build It stores which have microlender-employed agents operating in them. 

Dealing with Risk

As explained in the overview, Build It was originally motivated to introduce microlenders into their stores as this would allow them
to transfer all of the risk associated with credit to the lenders. Consequently, dealing with risk is largely a microlender issue. 

There are two major risks that microlenders face. The first is non-performing loans, which is largely dependent on consumer
behaviour. Microlenders largely accept the rule that “past predicts future”32.  Consequently, in addition to looking at a potential
customer’s income profile, microlenders assess the performance of the customer’s other accounts when compiling a risk profile.
It is this way of thinking that has given rise to certain loyalty models based on repetitive lending, which incentivise customers that
have previously been well-disciplined in paying back their loans to take out another loan. “For example, if you get a loan for ZAR
40 000 (US$ 2 667) and you service that debt well and pay it off, you will get a bigger loan at a lower interest rate33.”   In other
words, in order to manage the risk of non-performing, loans lenders grant loans based on the past behaviour of potential customers
and explicitly pursue customers who have previously managed their debt well. It is worthwhile to note that the rate of non-performing
loans is also influenced by the performance and cycles of the South African and international economy. Therefore, microlenders
seek to be aware of economic cycles and to manage them carefully. This essentially means that lenders tend to tighten up credit
supply during periods of economic down-turn. 

The second risk faced by microlenders is merchants that don’t conclude the transaction (i.e. merchants that receive money from
the microlenders but fail to deliver the goods). To mitigate against this risk, commercial debtor’s books need to be managed
constantly and cancelled loans need to be paid back and reversed. This risk is nonetheless small in the context of larger retailers
such as Build It. Microlenders have teams of scorecard builders and analysts who analyse the performance of their books on a
daily basis and adjust the amount of risk that they should be taking on accordingly. 

Different microlenders have different appetites for risk, which in turn influences the type of customers that they target and the
interest rates that they charge34.  For example, many of the microlenders target completely different market segments in terms of
income. Lendcor operates at the lower end of the income-spectrum and largely targets pensioners, who receive a government
pension of between ZAR 1 500 (US$ 100) and ZAR 2 000 (US$ 133) a month. Although Lendcor offers loans up to the value of
ZAR 50 000 (US$ 3 333), the average loan size is around ZAR 3 000 (US$ 200). Similarly RCS mainly provides loans under ZAR
5 000 (US$ 333), while Norufin and Thuthukani target the middle of the spectrum (i.e. LSMs 3 to 5) and provide loans that value
on average ZAR 15 000 (US$ 1 000). On the higher end of the spectrum is Real People and Nedbank, which focus on the LSMs
5, 6 and 7, and offer loans up to the value of ZAR 150 000 (US$ 10 000). This diversity in target market helps to explain why many
Build It stores opt to have relationships with more than one lender35.  

30 Interview with Chris Quayle, Build It’s National Advertising and Promotions Manager, 2015
31 See Exhibit 12 for exerts from Thutukani’s budget booklet
32 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager,2015
33 Interview with Rob Lister, Build It’s Divisional Marketing Director, 2015
34 More specifically, lenders with higher appetites for risk might target lower income bands or supply larger loan amounts, but simultaneously charge higher interest rates to

compensate for the additional risk. 
35 See Exhibit 8 for an outline of the average loan sizes of RHLF intermediaries



The majority of microlenders are satisfied with the way in which they are handling risk and their associated rate of bad debt.
According to Real People, their loans are “performing beyond our expectations36”.  However Thuthukani asserts that their default
rate of 10 percent is sustainable but “not where we want to be37”.  Lendcor’s loan portfolio has performed reasonably well, with
on average 7.5 percent of the loan book written-off38.   

Urban versus Rural Business Models

Although 85 percent of Build It stores are situated in rural areas, microfinancing activities take place in both its urban and rural
stores. Customers in urban areas are often extending their RDP houses39, while rural customers tend to be working on houses that
they built themselves. 

Interestingly, while Build It customers living in urban areas tend to earn higher salaries than customers living in rural areas, they
are also more likely to already be over indebted due to the greater ease of accessing credit services. Consequently, the approval
rate for credit in urban Build It stores is often lower than the approval rate in rural stores. Nevertheless, the value of individual
loans approved in urban areas is generally larger than the value of individual loans approved in rural areas. 

Real People tend to provide a higher proportion of loans than Nedbank in the rural Build It stores – possibly due to the fact that
Real People don’t require proof of residence from customers. On the other hand, Nedbank tends to do very well in the urban Build
It stores40. 

Another differentiating factor between urban and rural Build It stores is the type of customer service offered: 

“The rural customer wants to be able to touch and feel the product, so you won’t be selling off catalogues. You
must invest time in them from the moment they come into the store. They are conscious of how you look after
them. They are also very brand conscious, so they’ll come back to the same store no matter what the prices are
if you interact with them properly and treat them well. In urban areas, it’s more impersonal. Customers want to be
in and out of the store in as short amount of time as possible41.” 

Remittances

There are approximately 3.3 million SADC migrants living in South Africa, 68 percent of which are undocumented42.  These migrants
send an estimated ZAR 11.2 billion (US$ 747 million) home per year, low income migrants struggle with the affordability and
accessibility of formal remittance channels. Consequently, approximately 68 percent of remittances are transferred through informal
channels, which are risky and slow43.  It is therefore worthwhile exploring whether or not the Build It model could potentially provide
an additional remittance channel that lowers remittance costs and lessens the associated documentary requirements. 

Currently, the Build It stores do play a role in transferring remittances from customers working in urban areas to their families in
rural areas within South Africa. Indeed, a trend has been observed whereby people working in urban areas in Gauteng or the
Western Cape go to Build It stores close to their work and place orders for building materials that are to be delivered to their homes
in the rural parts of the Eastern Cape or Kwa-Zulu Natal. Such orders, which sometimes incorporate the services of microlenders,
are then facilitated in conjunction with the Build It stores located in those rural areas. When this occurs, the owners of the individual
Build It stores involved reach an agreement that specifies who pays for what and who supplies what materials44.  This arrangement
is useful as it allows for the secure transfer of urban-rural remittances at no extra cost. Additionally, in the case of a cash deal, no
documentation is required in order to conclude the deal. 

A similar arrangement, which facilitates the building of houses in neighbouring countries using materials procured at South African
Build It stores, also exists with Built It stores operating near borders. Build It stores operating within South Africa but close to
neighbouring countries sometimes receive orders (and payments) for goods from people located in parts of South Africa that are
further away from the border. The intended recipient of the goods who lives in the neighbouring country (or sometimes a third
party organised by the customer) will then cross the border into South Africa, collect the goods, and take them back over the
border. As a result of the SADC free-trade protocol, the goods can be taken across the border without paying duties. 
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36 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager,2015
37 Interview with Willie Oberholzer (Distribution Manager of Thuthukani) & Vanessa Saayman (Group Financial Manager of Thuthukani), 2015
38 Houston (2010)
39 RDP houses are fully subsidized, basic housing units provided by the South African government to households earning less than R3 500 per month. 
40 Interviews with Ray Herbert and Mike McDonald, Build It store owners
41 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager,2015
42 Truen & Chisadza (2012)
43 Truen & Chisadza (2012)
44 See Boxes 1 and 2 for further insight into the remittance process in specific stores. 



Nevertheless, this practice does not happen at a large scale and Build It stores do not actively pursue involvement in the remittance
process as the independent ownership structure of the Build It stores makes such a system difficult to manage. Furthermore, the
latter arrangement gives rise to inefficiencies as often the intended recipient of the building materials, in the neighbouring country,
does not live close to the South African border. A better approach, therefore, would be one whereby the Build It store in South
Africa could arrange for the materials to be delivered by a Build It store located in the country of residence of the intended recipient.
This arrangement, however, is not currently being implemented as a result of certain regulations. 

In the context of cross-border remittances, regulations governing foreign exchange and balance of payments (BoP) reporting come
into play45.  Indeed, entities wishing to deal with foreign exchange need to be awarded an authorised dealer (AD) license or an
authorised dealer with limited authority (ADLA) license by the South African Reserve Bank (SARB)46.  

Similarly, the BoP reporting process requires all cross-border transactions to be reported to the Financial Surveillance Department
daily by licensed ADs or ADLAs47.  If Build It stores wished to facilitate a cross-border remittance process, they would need to
partner with an AD or ADLA48.  Interestingly, Nedbank is an authorised dealer that has its own cross-border product. Since Nedbank
is already present in many Build It stores, a partnership between Nedbank and Build It aimed at facilitating a cross-border remittance
process could potentially be explored.

Even if such a partnership were to come to fruition, however, the role that Build It could play in the remittance process would still
be limited. This is because, in terms of the Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), prospective customers seeking to transfer
remittances require proof of ID, proof of residence, and proof of earnings – documentation that many customers seeking to send
remittances home do not have49.  Although the FICA exemption for low value cross-border money transfers came into effect on the
1st of July 201550, ambiguous terminology within the exemption essentially excludes banks from implementing it51.  Furthermore,
even in the context of the FICA exemption, potential customers are still required to produce a valid identity document and thus all
undocumented migrants would still be excluded from this process. Finally, this arrangement would incur substantial transaction
costs and it therefore unclear that it would be any cheaper than the formal remittance channels that already exist.
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45 Interview with Geoff Orpen, Finmark Trust, 2016
46 ADLAs are authorised to deal in foreign exchange only for travel related transactions and remittances.
47 While foreign exchange regulations only apply to transactions with  countries that don’t form part of a common monetary area, BoP reporting regulations apply to all cross-border

transactions 
48 It is unlikely that the majority of microlenders would be able to attain AD or ADLA status, as they would need to prove that they have the ability to do BoP reporting daily. 
49 Interview with Geoff Orpen, Finmark Trust, 2016
50 The light registration provided for by the FICA exemption does not require proof of address for transfers below R3 000 per day and R10 000 per month
51 Public Compliance Communication 32 states: “The remittance exemption can only be applied in respect of single transactions where funds are transferred or remitted to a

destination outside South Africa. This means that the remittance exemption does not apply where the accountable institution has already established a business relationship with
the client…”.
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Box 1:  Msunduzi Build It
Background

The Msunduzi Build It is located in Pietermaritzburg, the second largest city in Kwa-Zulu Natal. It serves a largely
urban market, with customers earnings generally ranging between ZAR 6 000 (US$ 400) and ZAR 50 000 (US$ 3
333) per month. Over the past eight years, the store has developed working relationships with three microlenders:
Nedbank, Real People and Lendcor. Mike McDonald, the owner of Msunduzi Build It, explains the role that the
microlenders play in the store as follows:

“A customer will come in and explain what they want to build. We are not quantity surveyors but we
have a pretty good idea of what’s involved in building a four bedroom house. We give them a quote
and they will then go to one of the microlenders and apply for the exact amount that they need.
Generally, they are advised to go to the Nedbank credit desk first. They will fill in the paper work and
then they will be vetted to see how much they qualify for. The money gets paid into our bank account
and the material is then available to the customer straight away. The customer will call for the material
as and when they need it.”

Microlenders’ Operations
Loan amounts vary from ZAR 2 000 (US$ 133) to ZAR 150 000 (US$ 10 000), and repayments are based on affordability
and risk. The microlenders deduct the instalments from the customer’s account the day that they get paid. The various
microlenders target different markets, have different requirements and operate off different score-cards. Consequently,
one microlender might end up rejecting a potential customer that another microlender is willing to take on. Indeed,
the Msunduzi credit providers confirm that sometimes the Nedbank system will reject a customer that Real People
system will accept, and sometimes the Real People system will reject a customer that the Lendcor system will accept. 

The Real People credit provider requires customers to apply to open an account with a payslip, ID and bank statement.
If the potential customer passes an initial quick check, the customer is then required to bring three months bank
statements. Customers are required to earn at least ZAR 2 000 (US$ 133) per month, while loan values and interest
rates depend on the customer’s existing debt profile. The Real People credit provider at the Msunduzi Build It store
explains: “If the customer is over-indebted, the system will say that the customer is too risky and will decline the
application. If the customer has existing debt but is maintaining it, then Real People might provide the customer with
a small amount over a short period of time (for example, ZAR 18 000 (US$ 1 200) for six months or a year). If the
customer has a very good record with managing debt he might get up to ZAR 150 000 (US$ 10 000), which can be
re-payed over four years.”
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24 The strategy estimates that fee income of KES 100 million can be earned annually through these activities
25 A Savings and Credit Co-operative (SACCO) is a democratic member driven, self-help co-operative governed and managed by its members.  They usually have a common bond:

working for the same employer, belonging to the same church, labour union, social fraternity or living/working in the same community
26 The fixed portion of this was at a rate of 9% and the floating portion at a rate of T Bill + 275bps.  This loan was unsecured.  
27 As at Dec 2014, Britam had deposits of approximately KES 2bn with HF, equivalent to 5% of HF’s deposits.
28 A similar reorganization strategy was implemented by other Kenyan Banks including KCB and Equity Bank.

Box 1:  Msunduzi Build It continued
On the other hand, Lendcor targets pensioners, who are required to bring their SASSA cards, their pension slips and
their IDs when opening an account. Through Lendcor, pensioners are only allowed to open an account if they don’t
already have any other credit accounts, and are eligible for a maximum loan amount of ZAR 2 500 (US$ 167). Finally,
Nedbank requires a potential customer to produce his/her ID, payslip, proof of residence and a bank statement.
Although the maximum Nedbank loan amount used to be ZAR 75 000 (US$ 5 000), it has now gone up to ZAR 120 000
(US$ 8 000). Nedbank’s interest rates range between 14 percent and 32 percent. 

While Real People and Nedbank operate through a computer system in the Msunduzi store, Lendcor applications are
made manually on a paper form. Other differences arise with respect to commission being paid to the store. Real
People pay the Msundusi store a three percent commission on each loan granted, with a maximum of ZAR 750 (US$
50) per loan. Nedbank does not pay the store commission on the housing loans granted. However, they also grant
personal loans from their credit desk and do pay the store commission on these. Furthermore, while the Real People
credit staff gets paid a basic salary of ZAR 1 500 (US$ 100) plus two percent commission per loan by the Build It
store, Nedbank employs their own credit staff in the store and does not pay her commission. The Real People credit
staff also operates the Lendcor system and receives a commission from Lendcor on each loan. 
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HF had initially hoped to
issue a second corporate
bond and pursued CMA
approval for a KES 20bn
bond in 2013.  However,

29 Mr. Mahinda, HF
Chairman quoted on 3rd August 2015 in Business Daily and on HF website

Box 1:  Msunduzi Build It continued
Although there is competition between the Real People consultant and the Nedbank consultant, they do still work
together as explained by the Real People credit provider: “If a customer needs ZAR 15 000 (US$ 1 000) but only
qualifies for ZAR 10 000 (US$ 667) with Real People, I will send him to the Nedbank counter to see if he can get the
full amount there. From Real People’s perspective, I shouldn’t be doing this, however my job is to get as much business
as possible for Mike, and sometimes this requires working together with the Nedbank credit provider.”

Since a single loan is often insufficient to finance an entire project, a large proportion of repeat loans are generated
by the microlenders. Indeed, microlenders actively follow up with customers who have finished paying off their loans
and encourage them to take further loans. Furthermore, some customers come back for second loans while they are
still paying off their first loan: “Let’s say a customer has taken a loan for ZAR 80 000 (US$ 5 336) but then realises
that they need more money to build the roof. If they have been paying off their original loan for more than three
months, they can come back to Build It and check if they qualify for a second loan.”

Msunduzi Build It’s Operations
Although the supply of micro-credit is predominantly handled by the microlenders, the Msunduzi Build It store is not
completely removed from such transactions. For example, once the agreement between a customer and the
microlender has gone through, a customer might approach the Build It store and explain that they need to pay their
builder. Since the Build It store is in possession of the cash granted by the microlender, the store might agree to give
the customer a small proportion of the loan in cash to pay their builder. Conversely, sometimes a customer will qualify
for a loan, pay one instalment, and then realize that they actually can’t afford the loan. In such a case, the Build It
store pays the money back to the microlender straight away and informs the microlender that the customer doesn’t
want to go through with it. The Msunduzi Build It store also offers a lay-by system whereby customers who don’t
qualify for credit can pay the store in instalments for materials and take the materials once they have paid the full
amount.

In terms of additional technical services offered, the Msunduzi store provides advice to customers with respect to
choosing their products. “The guys in the plumbing department know about plumbing; the guys in the paint department
know about paint; and the guys in the electrical department know about electrical stuff.” The store also supplies skill
sheets, which help supplement people’s building skills. 
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52 It is worthwhile to note that the global financial crises, which coincided with the introduction of the NCA, likely also affected lenders’ affordability criteria. 

Box 1:  Msunduzi Build It continued
When it comes to selecting a builder, however, the store generally doesn’t get involved: “We can recommend builders
if asked to but most of the builders I recommend are more expensive and are working for the higher LSM groups.
With them it would cost around ZAR 9 000 (US$ 600) to ZAR 10 000 (US$ 667) per square meter to build, as opposed
to between ZAR 3 000 (US$ 200) and ZAR 4 000 (US$ 267) per square meter. Generally a customer will rather first
find their own builder and then buy the materials.” 

With respect to the store playing a role in the transfer of remittances, Mike confirms that it does happen but not at a
large scale. “You will have someone in Johannesburg who will call us up and say that they want to build their mother
a house in Edendale. They’ll deposit the money into our bank account via EFT and we’ll deliver the materials. Cross-
border remittances don’t really happen.”

Successes and Challenges
According to Mike, the microlenders operations comprise an important part of the Msunduzi Build It’s business. “It’s
a win-win situation. It increases our sales and it provides a service for people. There’s not a chance that I’d take the
sort of risks involved in microfinance by myself.” 

Approximately five percent of Msunduzi Build It’s annual turnover comes through the microlenders. While Nedbank
facilitate over half of all microfinancing deals in the store, Real People supply about 30 percent to 40 percent of loans
and Lendcor supply the rest. More specifically, in 2015, Real People concluded 117 deals through the Msunduzi store
valued at ZAR 1 936 485 (US$ 129 099), while Nedbank concluded 195 deals valued at ZAR 4 355 999 (US$ 290 400).

Although the provision of microfinance has tightened up a lot since the introduction of the credit act, Mike believes
that this was necessary. “Initially we were doing a million rand a month with Nedbank. Now I think we’re down to
about ZAR 200 000 (US$ 13 333) to ZAR 300 000 (US$ 20 000) per month. A lot of people are getting blown out on
affordability now. It’s a good thing though that unscrupulous lending has been cracked down on52.” 

Going Forward
Mike would really like to see microfinancing being taken to the next level. “Just like you and I can get a bond, I would
like to see these microlenders giving 10 year loans. If a person could access a ZAR 200 000 (US$ 13 333) loan over
a 10 year period it would be affordable and would give that person a real opportunity to better their lives. I think
that’s hugely viable.” 
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Box 2:  Tri-Hardware Build It
Background
The Tri-Hardware Build It is located in Kokstad, a small town on the outer slopes of the Drakensberg on the boundary
between KwaZulu Natal and the Eastern Cape. Tri-Hardware Build It is one of five Build It stores that constitute Herbert
Group Build It, which is owned by Ray Herbert. While the Kokstad store is peri-urban in nature, the other four stores,
Matatiele, Umzimkulu, Mount Frere and Bizana, serve largely rural markets. The Kokstad store primarily targets LSM
groups 4 to 7, with customers also coming from surrounding areas such as Umzimkulu, Ntabankulu, and Cedarville.
Ray Herbert explains: “Our customers range from people living in one room houses, who will eat, drink, and have
their babies in one room, to the top end that will arrive in a Porsche. You have to be able to make everyone feel
comfortable walking into your store.”

The Kokstad store has relationships with Real People, Nedbank and Lendcor. “The microlenders approached us about
five years and we saw an opportunity. We wanted to get away from the risk of financing the people in the street
because we didn’t have the knowledge or finance to do it. So when the microlenders approached us we saw it as an
opportunity to get closer to our customers and help our customers, and at the same time to grow our business. Now
everything required for the building of a house can be financed through us – from sandstone and cements to beautiful
kitchen finishes. Some people want four room houses; others are building beautiful mansions. Some just want a
beautiful kitchen. Believe it or not, we are fitting granite in the rural areas”.

When a customer enters a store, the credit providers do a “quick check” i.e. using the customers payslip and ID they
assess how much the customer qualifies for with the various microlenders and at what interest rates. Once the
customer understands what she can get, the Build It salesmen will ask her what she wants to build. They will show
her some affordable plans and give her a quote for what she wants. Based on that amount, the credit providers work
out the repayment amounts and the repayment period. Once the deal has been approved by the head office of the
microlender, the money is sent to the Build It store, which then makes the building materials available to the customer.
Sometimes Real People and Nedbank allow for a small proportion of the approved loan to be given to the customer
in cash. (Lendcor needs the merchant manager’s consent to facilitate this sort of arrangement.)
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53 US$1 200 to US$2 000 
54 US$4 667 to US$8 000 

Box 2:  Tri-Hardware Build It continued
According to Ray, “the microlenders’ systems are really conducive to getting these people finance. They have to deal
with it quickly and efficiently in one day, as getting to the Kokstad store is a real expedition for customers coming
from the rural areas.” Customers generally take the maximum amount of credit that they qualify for, and are offered
further loans if they manage the original loan well.

Microlenders’ Operations
Ray explains that the various microlenders in the Kokstad store target different markets and charge varying interest
rates. “For example, Nedbank might offer a given customer a smaller amount with a lower interest rate, while Real
People will offer that same person a larger loan with a higher interest rate. It provides a certain degree of competition.”
In the Kokstad store, 70 percent of all housing loans are provided by Real People. Ray suspects that the Real People
score card is more conducive to supplying finance in the rural context, as they are less stringent about potential
customers presenting formal proofs of residence. While loan values range from ZAR 1 000 (US$ 67) to ZAR 150 000
(US$ 10 000), repayment periods range from one year to five years. Interest rates depend on the person and vary
between 19.5 percent and 31 percent.

The Real People sales consultants are hired by the Kokstad store and report to the store. They are paid a monthly
salary plus commission on what they sell. The store itself also gets paid a commission per loan by Real People, which
works on a sliding scale. For example for a loan between ZAR 1 000 (US$ 67) and ZAR 10 000 (US$ 667), the shop
gets ZAR 250 (US$ 17). 

Nedbank, which doesn’t pay Tri-Hardware Build It a commission, used to hire their own sales consultants and bring
their own computers into the store. However, in the Kokstad store this model didn’t work well, as Nedbank wasn’t
achieving the amount of sales required to make it worthwhile to have an employee and computer in the store.
Consequently, Nedbank’s relationship with the Kokstad store has been on and off over the past few years. Recently,
after some discussion with the Kokstad Build It, Nedbank decided to install their credit application programme onto
one of the store’s computers and train one of the stores employees. Ray explains that he was eager to reach an
arrangement that worked for Nedbank as he is “looking at maximizing sales and wanted to get that third player in to
mix things up a bit.” 

The store’s sales consultants are encouraged to actively seek out potential clients, inform them about Build It’s
products and available credit arrangements, and make appointments for them to get quotes and apply for credit.
One such consultant explains that he often goes to the schools in the rural areas to talk with the teachers and
principals, as they earn the highest salaries (ZAR 18 000 to ZAR 30 000)53 and lead to the biggest deals (often ZAR
70 000 to ZAR 120 000)54. ‘It’s more profitable to target government employees than to target Spar employees, who
earn less and usually only qualify for about ZAR 15 000 (US$ 1 000).” He also goes to the clinics and hospitals to talk
with the state-employed nurses and doctors.
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Box 2:  Tri-Hardware Build It continued
Tri-Hardware Build It’s Operations
Once the financing has been approved by the microlenders, the Build It store plays a pro-active role in facilitating the
incremental building process. “If you want a beautiful kitchen, we can design the whole kitchen for you in 3D. If you
want a four bedroom house, we can do the planning and quoting at no extra cost, and recommend reliable builders,
fitters and tilers. You’ll find pin-up boards in our shops recommending electricians who have been around in the area
for a long time, and who will provide decent service and not rip the customers off. It’s a one-stop shop. Build It’s
whole model is ‘making home building easy’.”

Sometimes, the store’s manager will take some of the cash received from the microlender and give it to the customer
so that he can find his own a builder. In such a case, the customer informs the store with regards to how and when
to deliver the goods: “First they want the sand, stones and cement for their foundations. Then they want the plastic
and the blocks and then the roof. We deliver it accordingly.” 

Often, however, customers are wary of fraud and want help sourcing trust-worthy contractors. In such a case, the
Kokstad store will find reliable builders, tilers and fitters and pay them (using the proceeds from the customer’s loan)
once the customer is happy. “The customers trust Build It to find them reliable builders - Build It’s image of trust is
very important to us. Our fitters go into the rural areas with their bakkies55 and sleeping bags and sleep in those
homes while they’re working on the house. We prefer this model as then we can ensure that the money is being
spent on building and that our products are getting fitted properly. We don’t want to be associated with bad quality
kitchens and houses. You will never be able to grow your business if you’re giving bad service.”

Ray highlights that, in the rural context, understanding the customers’ cultures and languages is very important to
gaining their trust and doing business with them. 

55 In South Africa, a “bakkie” refers to a pick-up truck or a small truck with an open body and low sides that can be used to transport small quantities of construction materials.
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Box 2:  Tri-Hardware Build It continued
Remittances
The Kokstad store does sometimes find itself playing a facilitating role in the transfer of urban-rural remittances
within South Africa. Ray provides the example of a customer who lives in Pietermaritzburg and who approaches the
Msunduzi Build It store with the intention of building her mom a house in one of the rural areas near Kokstad. There
are two possible ways in which the deal might proceed: The Msunduzi Build It might hand the customer over to the
Kokstad store directly. In such a case, the Kokstad management will deal with the customer over the phone, provide
the customer with a quote and receive payment directly from the customer. Alternatively, if the customer trusts the
Msunduzi Build It and would rather deal with that particular store, the Msunduzi store will get the quote from the
Kokstad store for the customer. In this case, the customer will pay the Msunduzi Build It, and the Msunduzi Build It
will then pay the Kokstad Build. The Kokstad Build It will ultimately deliver the materials. If there’s an additional
microfinancing element to the transaction, the microlender will either pay the Pietermaritzburg Build It, who will then
pay the Kokstad store, or the Kokstad store directly. In either case, the two stores share the profit on the deal.  

Further, it is interesting to note that Ray’s Matatiele Build It store, which is located near the Lesotho border, does
facilitate the building of houses in Lesotho. Indeed, customers often come into the store, purchase building materials,
and organise their own transport to take the goods over the border. Otherwise, they might deal with the Matatiele
store but send the money straight to a Build It in Lesotho, which will then deliver the goods. “Microfinance is very
difficult in such a situation as the customers don’t have a South African ID and therefore cannot qualify for the finance.
So all of these transactions take place in cash”.

Successes and Challenges
The availability of microfinance has contributed significantly to the success of the Herbert Group. Indeed, at one point,
ZAR 5 million (US$ 333 333) per month was coming through the microlenders within the Herbert Group Build Its. The
microlenders have since tightened up and now about ZAR 1.5 million (US$ 100 000) to ZAR 2 million (US$ 133 333)
per month is coming through this channel. This constitutes about 10 percent of total sales. 

Nevertheless, the introduction of microfinance has not been without its challenges and instances of fraud have arisen.
”It took us a while to get the appropriate controls and systems in place which are needed to prevent fraudulent
behaviour. For example, a customer would open an account but not use it immediately. The staff would notice that
there was money available in that account and would impersonate the customer in order to get access to it. When
this sort of thing happened we had to pay - you can’t expect the customer to pay.  So we’ve had to tighten up the
system to ensure that the person who borrowed the money is the person who is receiving the goods.” 

Ray believes that the greatest successes of the Herbert Group / microlender collaboration can be seen in “the smiles
on the customer’s faces” when they see their houses. “We have had a lot of successes and a lot of happy customers
with whom we have built beautiful relationships.” 



Extent of Practice

Microfinance and the SADC Region

Although Build It stores can be found throughout Lesotho, Namibia, Swaziland and Mozambique, it is only the Build It stores within
South Africa’s borders that presently operate in association with microlenders. In fact, it appears that more generally, the
“microlender-building material retailer” model has yet to meaningfully emerge in other SADC countries. 

In South Africa, microfinancing activities in Build It stores come to over ZAR 40 million (US$ 2.7 million) a month, which is
approximately 10 percent of all of Build It’s sales. The approximate amount supplied per month through Build It by the various
microlenders can be broken down as follows:56

n Real People: ZAR 25 million (US$ 1.7 million) 
n Nedbank: ZAR 8 million (US$ 533 333) 
n Lendcor: ZAR 5 million (US$ 333 333) 
n RCS: ZAR 1,5 million (US$ 100 000)  

When it comes to the South African building material retail market at large, it is estimated that about ZAR 2 billion (US$ 133 million)
of the ZAR 70 billion (US$ 4.7 billion) market was supplied through microlenders in 201557.  Nedbank is thought to have the largest
market share, followed by Real People. Real People alone is estimated to supply ZAR 40 million (US$ 2.7 million) in loans a month.

Given the success of the “microlender-building material retailer” model in South Africa, its virtual absence in other SADC countries
is somewhat puzzling. Microlenders currently operating in South Africa in conjunction with building material retailers suggest that
there are a number of factors hindering the expansion of their business models into countries outside of South Africa:  

n Firstly, available credit bureau data in certain other SADC countries is not as extensive or sophisticated as the data available
from the South African credit bureau. For example, in Zimbabwe lenders aren’t able to access trans-union scores indicating
the quality of a borrower. Consequently, microfinancers face the challenge of extracting information about their borrowers
in other SADC countries, which in turn affects their ability to recover money. It was primarily for this reason that Nedbank
withdrew its microfinancing activities from Swaziland. 

n Secondly, the Reserve Bank prevents South African microlenders from operating in the same way in other SADC countries,
through certain monetary acts and exchange controls58.  For example, as discussed in the ‘Remittances’ section, entities
wishing to deal with foreign exchange and transactions that require BoP reporting need to be awarded an authorized dealer
(AD) license or an authorized dealer with limited authority (ADLA) license by the South African Reserve Bank (SARB).

n Finally, the South African housing microfinance market is perceived as being far from saturated, and consequently South
African-based microlenders lack the incentive to expand their operations into Build It stores outside of South Africa59

On the other hand, it has been suggested that microlenders based in other SADC countries do potentially have the appetite to
expand their operations into the building material retail market60.  Nevertheless, certain factors have been identified as hindering
the emergence of the “microlender-building material retailer” model in both the urban and rural areas. The following situations
have been highlighted as potentially constraining:

n In contrast to South Africa, other SADC countries’ payment systems are not developed enough to allow microfinance
institutions to access the bank accounts into which their customer’s salaries are paid. Consequently, while MFIs in South
Africa are able to deduct instalments via debit order, MFIs outside of South Africa, in order to use the same model, are
required to engage in payroll lending. Under a payroll lending system, customers’ employers deduct the loan installments
on behalf of the microlender at the payroll point. Therefore, MFIs wishing to expand into the “microlender-building material
retailer” model would need to enter into relationships with building material retailers as well as with employers. This would
make the model significantly more complicated than the South African model61.  

n Given the potentially complex nature of a SADC “microlender-building material retailer” model, microlenders would require
the model to be highly profitable in order to make the cumbersome institutional arrangements worth their time.
Consequently, the fact that very few large building material suppliers who have vast networks and expansive reach operate
in the SADC region outside of South Africa, might make MFIs reluctant to engage with the model. Indeed, outside of South
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56 Interview with Rob Lister, Build It’s Divisional Marketing Director,  2015
57 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People, 2015
58 Interview with Rob Lister, Build It’s Divisional Marketing Director,  2015
59 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People, 2015
60 Interview with Wayne Faulds, CEO of Select Retail, 2016
61 Interview with Bezant Chongo, Positive Planet, 2016
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Africa, building chains such as Build It generally don’t have many stores located in the rural areas, and even in the urban
areas the chain stores are usually located in very specific areas.  There, therefore, may not be a strong enough business
case for MFIs, who tend to have a larger catchment area, to partner with building material retail chains.

n Finally, anecdotal evidence suggests that building chain stores in other SADC countries are still suspicious of microlenders
and reluctant to enter into partnerships with them. For example, when Select Malawi approached an urban building material
supplier and proposed a relationship, the store rejected the offer as they were wary of the fact that they would only receive
the cash from the microlender once they had invoiced them62.  They also already had a lay-buy system in place, which
they believed was fulfilling a similar function63.  

In rural areas, more specifically, an additional set of issues have been identified as potentially hindering the emergence of the
model in question:

n Many microfinanciers are only comfortable managing the risk of certain market segments. In rural areas in certain SADC
countries, the critical mass of certain market segments that is required to support the “microlender-building material
retailer” financing arrangement may not be there64.  In other words, there simply may not be enough people who qualify
for housing microfinance in these areas to make introducing microfinancing services into rural building material retail
stores viable and worthwhile. 

n There are also substantial costs involved in rolling out services in the rural areas in many SADC countries:65

– In many instances the rural areas are not well serviced by cell phone coverage and connectivity is a problem if you’re
wanting to put in electronic services.  

– Access to staff in these areas can be limited and skills levels are not always appropriate.
– In many of these areas electricity is sporadic and inconsistent which affects services. 

Potential for Expansion

In the context of South Africa, both Build It and the microlenders see the housing microfinance model as one which will continue
to expand significantly over the next few years. This is because, while the concept of housing microfinance was initially a foreign
idea, the South African market is slowly catching on to the idea that unsecured loans are available to fund investment in housing.
Additionally, “burgeoning middle-class growth will give rise to a stronger appetite to build decent, better houses”66. 

It is estimated that the potential size of the South African building material microfinance market is between ZAR 3.5 billion (US$
233 million) and ZAR 4.2 billion (US$ 280 million) per annum67.  If microfinance covering the cost of labour is also included in this
calculation, then the potential size of the housing microfinance market is approximately between ZAR 4.6 billion (US$ 307 million)
and ZAR 5.3 billion (US$ 353 million) per annum68.  Since the housing microfinance market is currently estimated to supply about
ZAR 2 billion (US$ 133 million) in loans per annum, the market could potentially more than double in size over the next few years69.  

Many of the microlenders are already in the process of expanding their operations and range of products. For example, Real People
is currently exploring the possibility of providing larger loan amounts, to be paid back over longer periods of time, which could be
used to finance the building (or buying) of complete houses. Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager, elaborates:

“It’s absolutely going to expand. I have many more products coming out and hope to eventually be financing a
complete house. You then don’t have to go through the bond process with lawyers and conveyers etc. If I can give
someone who’s good at managing their loans a loan for half a million rand, why not?”70

Nevertheless, the smaller microlenders cite access to funds and outdated IT systems as potential barriers to expansion71.  

62 Interview with Wayne Faulds, CEO of Select Retail, 2016
63 It is important to note that the limitations listed above are constraining in the context of the South African “microlender-building material retailer model”. It is possible that other

models may emerge that address these particular issues and are thus more appropriate to the greater SADC context.
64 Interview with Wayne Faulds, CEO of Select Retail, 2016
65 Interview with Wayne Faulds, CEO of Select Retail, 2016
66 Interview with Rob Lister, Build It’s Divisional Marketing Director,  2015
67 While the size of the total building material retail market is about R70 billion per year, Quantec data suggests that only R6.9 billion of that amount is used in the informal building

construction industry. Using the assumption that between 85% and 95% of the informal building construction industry consists of the type of incremental home building that we are
interested in, the size of the incremental home building market is estimated to lie somewhere between R5.8 billion and R6.5 billion per year. Further assuming that between 60%
and 65% of incremental home building customers could qualify for micro- credit (given South Africa’s 25% unemployment rate and over-indebtedness rate of between 10% and
15%), the potential size of the building material microfinance market comes to between R3.5 billion and R4.2 billion per year. 

68 This assumes that the cost of construction labour is approximately 30% to 35% of the cost of building materials used.
69 See Exhibit 5 for a graph illustrating these observations.
70 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager,2015
71 Interview with Willie Oberholzer (Distribution Manager of Thuthukani) & Vanessa Saayman (Group Financial Manager of Thuthukani), 2015
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At the same time, certain building material retail stores in South Africa are beginning to facilitate the expansion of the microfinancing
process along the housing microfinance value chain. For example, as explained in Box 2, the Tri-Hardware Build It in Kokstad plays
an active role in supplying building plans, designing kitchens and sourcing contractors. Significantly, it allows for the proceeds of
customers’ micro-loans to be used for purposes over and above the purchasing of building materials – such as the transportation
of materials and the building process itself. Furthermore, the arrangement, according to which the store sources and pays
contractors (using the proceeds from the micro-loan) once the customer is satisfied with the outcome, has significant implications
for the quality of incrementally built houses. Indeed, it is proposed that if more building material retailers were to play a more active
role in facilitating the use of microfinance across the housing value chain, the incremental building process would give rise to
substantially better quality houses across South Africa. 

When it comes to the rest of the SADC region, however, conditions are less conducive to the success of a “microlender-building
material retailer” model (as explained in the previous section). Nevertheless, there still exists the potential for the emergence of a
housing microfinance arrangement between building material retail stores and commercial banks who have extended their
operations into unsecured lending. 

This is because banks entering into the housing microfinance market wouldn’t need to use payroll lending for customers who
already have a bank account with them72.  In other words, if the borrower’s salary was being paid into an account held with the
bank, the bank would not need to enter into an additional relationship with the employer to deduct installments. Rather the bank
could enter into a direct relationship with the building material retailer, thus simplifying the arrangement greatly. 

Nevertheless, it remains unclear whether or not there exists a strong business case for the banks to enter into this market. While
the demand for this sort of housing microfinance arrangement by the banks’ formally employed clients is likely to be huge73, it
would only be worthwhile for the banks to enter into a relationship with a building material retail chain if the retail chain was
expansive enough to supply the banks’ whole network – which would likely span over a vast geographic area. In the case of the
Build It franchise, for example, it is unlikely that the banks in Mozambique would consider such an arrangement, due to the fact
that there is only one Build It store in Mozambique. Namibia, on the other hand, constitutes a more fertile environment for the
emergence of such a model, due to the fact that there are over thirteen Build It stores located across the country.  

Microfinance and the Incremental Building Process

While Build It microfinance is most commonly used to add on additional rooms to existing houses, some beneficiaries use the
materials and cash that they receive on credit to build houses from scratch. Other beneficiaries use the loans to improve their
homes, fence their properties, or connect their houses to ablution and water facilities74.  

According to Jabulani Fakazi, the CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, “the incremental building process is not anything new, it’s
how rural people have built since time immemorial75.”  The process typically begins with the foundations, after which the walls are
built and the roof is put up. Next the openings such as the windows and door frames are added. Lastly, finishing, such as ceilings
and internal fittings, are installed. The house owner may then begin with another room. Although some customers do try to do the
construction themselves, they generally use contractors, or “bakkie builders”. These are small, privately-owned residential
construction businesses. 

It is estimated that, in terms of material and transport, it costs around ZAR 3 000 (US$ 200) per square meter to build a house
with basic finishes, no plumbing, and a few plugs. The average middle class rural house, consisting of two rooms, a veranda, a
small dining room, and a kitchen, would thus cost between ZAR 100 000 (US$ 6 667) and ZAR 150 000 (US$ 10 000) in materials.
Additionally, labour is estimated to cost about 30 to 35 percent of the cost of materials employed in the building process, and
would thus come to approximately ZAR 40 000 (US$ 2 667). While the cost of building in rural and urban areas is very similar,
finishes and transport will affect the overall cost of the house. For example, a customer building a three bedroom house in a remote
rural area 60 kilometres (km) away from a Build It store might pay an additional ZAR 25 200 (US$ 1 680) just for the transport
(ZAR 35 per km x 12 loads)76.  

Housing microfinance should also accelerate the incremental housing microfinance process, by providing the finance households
need to be build each step of their houses.  

72 Interview with Bezant Chongo, Positive Planet, 2016
73 Interview with Bezant Chongo, Positive Planet, 2016
74 See exhibit 9 for a breakdown of how RHLF’s intermediaries’ borrowers use their loans
75 Interview with Jabulani Fakazi, CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, 2015
76 Interview with Dyllan Herbert, Manager of Tri-Hardware Build It, 2016
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However, microlenders might also take into account the specific phase that the customer is trying to complete: 

“You might have a customer that has a need for ZAR 30 000 (US$2 000) because they want to do roofing. Projects
like this cannot be divided into segments. Thus the repayment period must be lengthened to enable the customer
to finish their project with the money that they receive77.”   

Additionally, it is important to note that when it comes to the incremental building process, often microfinance is only used to
supplement existing savings: 

“People who aspire to build a big house understand that they can’t build it all at once. So they start by stock-piling
bricks, then save up a bit more and purchase steal door frames. They store all of their materials safely. Then there
comes a point where they are ready to start building. They start with what they have and take a loan for additional
materials which they can afford, and start building. Then they’ll go back to the lender for an additional loan when
the next stages start. You’ll often find that most of the money that went into the construction process was their
own money- the loan just helped them to complete the project quicker78.” 

The microlenders in the Build It stores are very aware of the incremental nature of the building process, and often do their reporting
in a way that illustrates what the initial loan was and what the re-advances were. Because microlenders strive to repeatedly transact
with good performing loans, many do campaigns which involve phoning a customer 18 months or so after they took out their first
loan and offering them a second loan (often at a reduced interest rate). 

“You know that they’re going through stages and if they’re a good performing loan you want to transact with them
again. What you don’t want, is for you to take that initial risk (when his own bank didn’t want to take the risk) and
when he performs, for his bank to then approach him and finance him in the future79.” 

77  Interview with Sherwell Rakhudu, Director of Norufin Housing , 2015
78  Interview with Jabulani Fakazi, CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, 2015
79 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager,2015

Box 3:  Msunduzi Build It – Customer's Story
Thulani is 31 years old and lives with his wife and son in Edendale. He and his wife have plans to build a six-room,
double-story house. This is their first time building a house, and they plan to do so incrementally i.e. room by room.
Thulani’s wife, who is a civil engineer, will take charge of the actual building process. Thulani applied for finance at
the Msunduzi Build It’s credit desk and qualified for ZAR 20 000 (US$ 1 333) from Real People. He plans to use the
proceeds from the first loan to build the garage and the upstairs room on top of the garage. If that uses up the entire
loan, Thulani’s family will move into the garage and upstairs room, and begin paying off the loan. Once the loan is
paid off, they hope to take out a second loan and build the kitchen and the main bedroom. Thulani and his wife will
then move into the main bedroom room. This cycle will continue until all six rooms are built.

Box 4:  Tri-Hardware Build It – Customer's Story
Ntokozo is 47 years old and lives with his wife and children in Umzimkulu. He works for a timber factory. He has
previously taken out two loans from Real People, which financed the building of his four room house. His house is
now complete and has a kitchen, living room and two bedrooms. 

Ntokozo is now in the process of obtaining a third loan, which will be used to fence his house. He qualified for ZAR
32 000 (US$ 2 133) with Real People, but only requires ZAR 15 000 (US$ 1 000) to build the fence. According to the
agreement, he will pay the ZAR 15 000 (US$ 1 000) off over 36 months. His instalments will be about ZAR 800
(US$ 53) per month.
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Developmental Outcomes 

Impact

The Build It / microlender model is largely perceived as having a positive developmental impact due to the fact that it facilitates
and accelerates investment in housing assets80.  Indeed, the provision of this particular type of finance gives people the opportunity
to “enhance their lifestyles, grow a family, and have a sound foundation81 82.”  

“It’s a good credit to take because you’re taking credit to improve an asset that you have - it’s not consumption
credit. You can drive with a Build It bakkie or a Real People car through a town or a rural area and people will
cheer. For an unsecured credit market, we have some good stories to tell83.” 

It’s particularly significant that this model provides housing finance to people who would otherwise be unable to access such
finance. The people who apply for unsecured loans are residents in both rural and urban areas, who lack the collateral to access
secured loans from the well-established banks. 

“In the context of communal land for which there are no title deeds, traditional means of finance is not an option,
irrespective of your income. Moreover, the delivery of RDP houses in rural areas has been limited. So microfinancing
plays a very important role in rural areas and most people from all income bands in rural areas do benefit from it.
You will find both teachers and pensioners benefit in the rural areas84.  In the context of urban areas, people have
title deeds and therefore have more chance of getting access to finance – nevertheless many people can’t afford
mortgage finance. Microfinancing benefits those people who can’t afford mortgages but who are too rich for
government top-structure subsidies. Additionally, all those people who have received RDP houses create a market
for microfinance because they want to extend their houses, fence them and improve the quality of the houses85.”  

From the perspective of the Rural Housing Loan Fund (RHLF), the Build It / microlender model has played an extremely positive
role in helping them achieve their mandate, which is “to facilitate finance that supports the incremental housing process in rural
areas in South Africa for low-income houses86.”  Previously, RHLF would give funding to their intermediaries, who would then give
the money directly to their borrowers. This resulted in only a small portion of the funds borrowed actually being used for housing
purposes. Once building material suppliers became a part of the model, however, leakage decreased to less than 10 percent.

“Since building material suppliers have been involved, our loans are used for housing to a much greater extent.
The intermediaries pay the building retailers directly and this assists us in meeting our mandate87.” 

Furthermore, the Build It / microlender model is viewed as having a positive impact on the building material industry and, through
this channel, promoting job creation. According to the CEO of RHLF, the model “impacts the whole value chain and promotes
entrepreneurship”.

Housing Microfinance vs. Government Support

The relationship between government support and housing microfinance is worthy of consideration when trying to understand how
positive developmental outcomes in the context of housing can be promoted. 

As previously noted, a somewhat surprising relationship between the provision of government RDP houses and the demand for
housing microfinance has been observed. Indeed, Build It representatives and microlenders believe that the provision of government
subsidised housing tends to strengthen demand for housing microfinance. This is because beneficiaries of RDP houses may seek
to improve or extend their houses overtime by borrowing money. 

“At Build It we love RDP houses, because they are so poorly built. The residents need to have them fixed up which
brings us business. We have a customer in PE who had been given a RDP house with two rooms: one was a
bedroom and one was a kitchen, toilet and lounge all in one. There was a toilet right next to the kitchen counter
with no division in between. So our products were used to install dry walling around the toilet area. RDP houses
actually generate demand for our stores88.” 

80 Also see exhibit 3 for the impact that microfinance has on the cost of building a house.
81 Interview with Mike Munz, National Key Account Relationship Manager, 2015
82 See exhibit 14 for examples of how beneficiaries have benefited from receiving microfinance 
83 Interview with Mark Alberts, Real People’s National Key Accounts Manager,2015
84 See exhibit 7 for the income profile of rural borrowers. 
85 Interview with Jabulani Fakazi, CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, 2015
86 Interview with Jabulani Fakazi, CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, 2015
87 Interview with Jabulani Fakazi, CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, 2015
88 Interview with Chris Quayle, Build It’s National Advertising and Promotions Manager, 2015
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Housing microfinance is thus in many ways used to complement government housing programmes89.  Over time the South African
government has come to acknowledge the positive role that housing microfinance plays in achieving developmental outcomes. It
is for this reason that they established the Rural Housing Loan Fund (RHLF) in 1996, which seeks to support the housing
microfinance process and make it affordable, through the provision of government funds to be used for this purpose.

“As government, we are ensuring that people can get access to loans so that they can extend their houses.
Government gives them a basic asset which they can then improve and leverage. It’s not an either / or relationship:
housing microfinance becomes a critical product to allow RDP beneficiaries to further improve the quality of their
asset90.” 

While it is possible to make use of microfinance to improve already-completed and transferred RDP houses, currently no mechanism
exists to use microfinance in conjunction with government subsidies. In other words, there is no way for beneficiaries to personalize
or extend their RDP houses, while they are still being built, using housing microfinance. Build It representatives, microlenders and
certain government officials believe that it could be very beneficial to introduce a more flexible model, which transfers the decision-
making to the beneficiary. In such a model, government would not deliver the houses itself; rather beneficiaries would be able to
access government subsidy funds (possibly in the form of a voucher) to be used specifically for housing. Beneficiaries could then
combine that government voucher with housing microfinance, and choose their own building materials, their own contractors and
their own home designs. 

“Instead of a beneficiary getting a medium size house which doesn’t have walls around the toilet, he could go for
a smaller house with everything partitioned appropriately. People would be more empowered to receive the type
of house that they want. This is significant, because even the lowest income people are very house-proud. When
a person receives a RDP house it’s the same as the house next door, and there’s not that same sense of pride to
look after that home. I think if you gave people the finance to do the houses themselves they would be far more
house-proud and inclined to look after and invest in their properties91.” 

89 In Understanding the challenges in South Africa’s Gap Housing Market and opportunities for the RDP Resale Market (2015), Rust argues that promoting the RDP re-sale market
would go a long way in creating the housing supply that will increase access to housing for a wider segment of South Africa’s population. In the context of this argument, HMF could
play a meaningful role in supporting the resale market where RDP homes are in need of refurbishment or expansion. 

90 Interview with Jabulani Fakazi, CEO of the Rural Housing Loan Fund, 2015 
91  Interview with Chris Quayle, Build It’s National Advertising and Promotions Manager, 2015
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4 Conclusion 
This exploration of the Build It franchise’s relationship with its associated microlenders has given rise to a picture of a sophisticated
and burgeoning business model, which meaningfully supports the incremental housing process in South Africa. A significant
complementary dynamic between private sector housing microfinance and public sector housing support was also uncovered, as
was the important role that Build It stores play in the transfer of urban-rural remittances. 

In the context of South Africa, focus is beginning to shift towards the ways in which housing microfinance can further be used in
conjunction with government subsidies during the building process. Furthermore, microlenders are seeking to introduce a greater
range of products into the housing market, while Build It stores are exploring ways to channel microfinance into additional aspects
of the housing value chain. Additionally, questions regarding the replicability of this retailer / microlender model in smaller,
independent building material merchants’ stores are being pursued92.  It is suggested that supporting the incorporation of
microfinancing services into these independent stores could ultimately contribute to the transformation of the building supply
industry. Finally, it is noted that the role that building material retailers could play in the transfer of cross-border remittances, given
the existing regulatory environment, is worthy of further investigation. 

Although the “microlender-building material retailer” model appears to be expanding rapidly in South Africa, its virtual absence in
other SADC countries is of concern. Unreliable credit bureau data is emerging as a key constraint on African housing microfinance,
and steps to strengthen credit-related institutions in other SADC countries ought to be explored. Additionally, the establishment of
government institutions with a mandate to support the supply of affordable housing microfinance in other SADC countries is worthy
of consideration. 

Finally the potential viability of payroll lending in the context of the “microlender-building material retailer” in the greater SADC
region, as well as possible arrangements between commercial banks and building material chains, constitute interesting subjects
for future research. 

It is apparent that government cannot solve the housing crisis alone, and that the private sector has a key role to play in this realm.
Future research ought to go towards investigating initiatives, such as tax rebates, credit enhancements, and payroll deduction
facilities for housing purposes, which could potentially support the growth and effectiveness of the housing microfinance industry.

92 Indeed, a recent Rural Housing Loan Fund study, spanning over three provinces, found that there are many black-owned, independent building retailers located in small towns and
rural areas who would benefit tremendously from the introduction of microfinancing services into their stores.
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